The Storytelling Guild’s Winter 2020 picks for Grades 4 to 6

MYSTERY
The Case of the Missing Marquess
Enola Holmes series (2006)
Nancy Springer
When Enola Holmes, the much younger sister of
detective Sherlock Holmes, discovers her mother
has disappeared--on her 14th birthday
nonetheless--she knows she alone can find her.
Disguising herself as a grieving widow, Enola sets out to the heart of
London to uncover her mother's whereabouts--but not even the last
name Holmes can prepare her for what awaits.

Chasing Vermeer series (2004)
Blue Balliett
When seemingly unrelated and strange events
start to happen and a precious Vermeer painting
disappears, eleven-year-olds Petra and Calder
combine their talents to solve an international art
scandal.
Lexile 770, Reading Level 5.4

Lexile 960, Reading Level 6.6

The Westing Game (1978)
Ellen Raskin
Sixteen game players, heirs to Sam Westing's
fabulous fortune, are all suspected of his murder.
This book is part mystery story, part play-along
game, and part do-it-yourself puzzle.
Lexile 750, Reading Level 5.3

Insignificant Events in the Life of a
Cactus (2017)
Dusti Bowling
New friends and a mystery help 13-year-old
Aven adjust to middle school and life at a dying
western theme park in a new state, where her
being born armless presents many challenges.
Lexile 700, Reading Level 4.6

If You Find This (2019)
Matthew Baker

Book Scavenger series (2015)
Jennifer Bertman

When the grandfather he never knew is released
from prison suffering from dementia,
eleven-year-old Nicholas, a mathematical and
musical genius, tries to save the family's home by
helping search for heirlooms Grandpa claims to
have buried.

When 12-year-old Emily teams up with James to
follow clues in an odd book, they hope to figure
out its secrets before the men who attacked
Emily's hero, publisher Garrison Griswold, come
after them.
Lexile 810, Reading Level 5.5

Lexile 750, Reading Level 4.9

Belly Up F
 unJungle series (2010)
Stuart Gibbs

Framed! series (2016)

James Ponti

Twelve-year-old Teddy investigates when Henry the
hippopotamus, a popular Texas zoo's star
attraction, is murdered.

In Washington, DC, twelve-year-old Florian Bates,
a consulting detective for the FBI, and his best
friend Margaret help thwart the biggest art heist in
United States history.

Lexile 820, Reading Level 5.6

Lexile 680, Reading Level 5.0

Charlie and Frog series (2018)
Karen Kane

Greenglass House series (2014)
Kate Milford

While staying with his grandparents in
Castle-on-the-Hudson, Charlie stumbles upon a
mystery. He must learn American Sign Language to
keep up with Frog, a deaf girl who wants to help
solve it.

At a smuggler's inn, 12-yr-old Milo, the
innkeepers' adopted son, plans to spend his
holidays relaxing, but soon guests arrive with
strange stories about the house, sending Milo
and his new friend on an adventure.

Lexile 590, Reading Level 4.1
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Lexile 800, Reading Level 5.4

